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 Master Work Consulting @mwrk

“Thank you. It’s discouraging to read 
accessibility literature that doesn’t 

acknowledge pain (and the 
exhaustion caused by chronic pain) as 

a major factor.” 

https://twitter.com/mwrk


US National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke

“In the United States alone more 
than 100 million people experience 
some form of pain that lasts from a 

few weeks to years.” 



Pain
50 million in 

persistent  
severe pain



Pain
I have been in 
constant pain  

since May 2017



Pain Severity
If the person in pain can 
communicate, they are asked 
to rate pain from 1-10. 
Observer rates the pain face 
using the Wong-Baker rating 
scale.



Pain Severity



Pain
Alt = Universal Pain Assessment Tool 

Scale: no pain 0, worst pain 10  
Face chart: smile 0, crying worst 
9-10 
Addition: Irish, smile face, 11-100



Pain
There are no other 
measurement tools.  
Misinformation 
abounds.





Pain
Alt = Chart from  widely used 
Pearson nursing textbook: 
Cultural Differences in 
Response to Pain



Pain
Summary: Arabs/Muslims, 
Asians, Blacks, Jews, Hispanics, 
Native Americans with 
erroneous information about 
their responses to pain



Pain
“Learning From Pain 
On living a continuously 
interrupted life” 
Quinn Norton (via @jsutt)

https://medium.com/@quinnnorton/learning-from-pain-6cddfc587512
https://twitter.com/jsutt


Pain
Palliative care is 
inadequate… and 
dangerous



Pain
“What We Lose When We 
Undertreat Pain”  
  
Video: TEDxBoulder 

@KateNicholson14

https://youtu.be/u4vHSLeTe-s
https://twitter.com/KateNicholson14


Pain
“Opioid Commission 
Mistakenly Blames Pain 
Treatment for Drug 
Deaths”  

 Jacob Sullum reason.com

http://reason.com/blog/2017/11/02/opioid-commission-mistakenly-blames-pain


Pain
“Eliminating Opioids for 
Chronic Pain Unwise?”  
  
Pauline Anderson 
Medscape

https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/887891


Pain
“The Myth of an 
Opioid Prescription 
Crisis”  
Cato Institute

https://www.cato.org/policy-report/septemberoctober-2017/myth-opioid-prescription-crisis


Story in New Yorker

“The Sackler dynasty’s ruthless 
marketing of painkillers has 

generated billions of dollars—
and millions of addicts.” 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/10/30/the-family-that-built-an-empire-of-pain


Energy Drain
Living with 
extreme pain takes 
extra energy.



Energy Drain
Navigating interfaces 
reveals a great deal of 
friction that takes more 
energy than is 
available.



Choke Points
Computer interfaces 
present a constant 
series of choke points. 
It’s almost impossible to 
complete transactions.



Choke Points
Just moving around 
takes too much 
energy.



Mobile
Reduced energy levels 
require strategies.  
Not being able to sit at 
a desk may mean more 
reliance on mobile.



Mobile
Use of mobile devices is 
difficult with small 
targets and fonts, 
unintended link and 
button presses.



Mobile
 A very busy environment 
saps energy: banners, pop-
ups, overlays, persistent 
headers and footers and 
sharing buttons.



Mobile
Some sites require 
accounts. Passwords 
and security questions 
must be remembered. 
CAPTCHAs defeat users.



Mobile
Ditching sites as 
unworkable is a 
frequent 
occurrence.



Solutions?



Healing
“A Textile Dressing for 
Temporal and Dosage 
Controlled Drug Delivery”  

Advanced Functional 
Materials

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adfm.201702399/full
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adfm.201702399/full


Notifications
Chrome: 

Go to preferences > settings > 
advanced > content settings > 
notifications.  

Toggle "Ask" to “Blocked."



Security
Use a VPN to prevent 
some tracking. 
TunnelBear does not 
keep any info or sell 
user data.

https://www.tunnelbear.com


Security
“Firefox is getting a 
Tor-based security 
upgrade” 

Tristan Greene, TNW

https://thenextweb.com/security/2017/11/01/firefox-is-getting-a-tor-based-security-upgrade/


Content Blocking
Use to calm the 
environment… and 
prevent malicious 
tracking.



Content Blocking
Unobstruct: iOS Safari 
Content Blocker that kills 
sticky headers and sharing 
buttons.  

by Troy Gaul

https://medium.com/@tgaul/introducing-unobstruct-230e4e95cf5e


Content Blocking
Adware Plus: block 
annoying ads, disable 
tracking and block 
domains known to 
spread malware

https://adblockplus.org/en/about


Passwords
“Clothes made from a 
data-storing fabric will 
remember pass codes 
for you” 
Quartz

http://Clothes%20made%20from%20a%20data-storing%20fabric%20will%20remember%20pass%20codes%20for%20you


Privacy Shield
Combine separate 
parts, standardize, 
add profile 
elements.



Privacy Shield
Allow select access 
to very narrow 
profile info, user 
centered password.



Privacy Shield
When pain marker 
is present, provide 
UX to match.



@shelleypowers

“Disabled means having a mental or 
physical condition that limits 

movement, sense, or activity. It's a 
statement of fact, not a dismissal.” 

https://twitter.com/shelleypowers


@emily_ladau

 “Hello. I'm disabled. DISABLED. Please 
don't use euphemisms to refer to me. 

I'm not: challenged, handicapable, 
differently-abled, special needs, and 
apparently we need to add specially 

abled to this list now.”

https://twitter.com/emily_ladau

